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The Plagueian Cultural Foundation

Located in Aliso City, the Plagueian Cultural Foundation, or PCF, is a large, multi-storied facility
with a variety of attractions.  The mission of the PCF is to house and chronicle the
anthropological and cultural history of Clan Plagueis.  Designed with a starkly modern and
artistic architectural sensibility, it sharply contrasts with its surroundings, a shining beacon of
white and gold within the somber gray improvisation of Aliso City’s original construction.

Within the facility is located a large public theater.  While it has yet to host many shows or
performances, the staff and management of the PCF is hard at work organizing and bringing on
talent to prepare entertainment that brings honor to Clan Plagueis and its history.  There is also
a museum that will be open to the public, slowly accumulating artifacts and artwork both integral
to and referential of Plagueis’ history.  Ultimately, they aim to be a true repository and record of
the Clan’s cultural roots and evolution.

There are also a small variety of restaurants and cafes, hosting various cuisines and delicacies
from cultures that hold great influence in Aliso’s culture, as well as local favorites.  There is even
a particularly high class lounge exclusive to the PCF’s most substantial donors and contributors.
Beyond that, there are also various sporting, gaming, and leisure facilities that feature both
private and public availability.

The PCF has also allowed within its design more room for expansion.  Whether this expansion
come in the form of more varied attractions or additional wings of established anchors, the PCF
intends to be around for a long time to chart the Clan’s cultural history.  A group of wealthy
members of the Clan are responsible for the establishment and construction of the PCF and
they meet regularly in the private lounge to discuss the Foundation’s future plans and goals.


